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Media release 26. April 2020 

 

LUMIERE.GALLERY  

Digital gallery opening 

 

 

 

The LUMIERE.GALLERY was set up during the worldwide coronavirus crisis in April 2020. In the spirit 

of social distancing and bans on public events, LUMIERE.GALLERY is a purely online gallery and was 

founded by Swiss cultural entrepreneur, filmmaker and photographer Steff Gruber initially to pre-

sent a planned exhibition of his own work. 

Beyond this, Gruber wants LUMIERE.GALLERY to offer other photographers a platform. Both well-

known names and young, still undiscovered or little-known artists can present their work here to a 

wider audience. 

 

Living on Water 

 

is the opening exhibition of the online gallery LUMIERE.GALLERY. It is a photo story about the inhab-

itants of Cambodia's so-called Floating Villages. 

 

In 2012, Swiss filmmaker and photographer Steff Gruber visited the floating villages on Cambodia's 

Tonle Sap river for the first time. He was there to do research for his film Fire Fire Desire, although 

the film footage he produced was not ultimately used. 
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Gruber was so fascinated by the simple but arduous life of the river dwellers, a life characterized by 

hardship and constant danger, that he decided to return to the Tonle Sap with his producer and 

assistant Christopher Jarvis in 2019, especially after learning that the government intended to close 

down the villages in the foreseeable future and relocate the inhabitants. 

 

The river population is a mix of ethnic groups: Cambodian, Vietnamese and some Chinese families all 

crowd onto the self-built boats and rafts. Floating stores, schools, an ice factory, a Buddhist pagoda 

and even a Catholic church have been built. The inhabitants make a living from fishing or bartering. 

Chinese vegetable and rice sellers supply the people with basic essentials by boat. In the eyes of the 

authorities, they are living there illegally. As "sans-papiers", they are neither registered, nor do they 

have access to state education, the health system, or any other rights. The population consists mainly 

of women and children. Most men have apparently abandoned their families completely or are trying 

to earn a living in the big cities, for example as tuk-tuk drivers. Much of the work is done by children. 

Girls barely older than 8 fish to support their families. Child mortality rates are high. 

 

Steff Gruber had planned to continue shooting during the monsoon season in August 2020. However, 

the trip has had to be postponed indefinitely due to the Covid19 pandemic. The photo book LIVING 

ON WATER will also be published at a later date for the same reason. 

The photo book LIVING ON WATER will also be published at a later date for the same reason. 

 

In 2020, Steff Gruber was nominated for the prestigious FAPA prize in the categories "people" and 

"photojournalism". The nominated photos include five pictures from his "Living on Water" series. 

 

Steff Gruber (1953) is a Swiss photographer and filmmaker. He started taking photos for local news-

papers and on behalf of the agency Keystone at the age of just 17. Photography has always been an 

important part of his life. Steff Gruber is a member of the Swiss Association of Journalists and 

Photographers IMPRESSUM. 

 

 

 

Links:  

www.lumiere.gallery 

www.steffgruber.com 

www.kino.net 

 

Wikipedia: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steff_Gruber 

 

Contakt:  

ALIVE Media AG 

Diana Bärmann 

Hafnerstrasse 60 

CH 8005 Zurich 

+41 44 270 80 90 

photo@alive.ch 

 

Picture material can be made available on request. 
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